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125 years of Experience
Shipyard De Hoop was founded in 1889 and has developed into one
of the most established yards of the Dutch shipbuilding industry.
At De Hoop, the focus is on designing, engineering and building
custom vessels, for both the inland and seagoing markets. Using a
characteristic down to earth approach, the yard provides all Dutch built
craft for niche markets.
Full life cycle support
Shipyard De Hoop aims to deliver a complete package of products and
services to support ship owners throughout the lifetime of their vessel.
The package includes:
Customer Finance
De Hoop has created a separate entity composed of shipping and
finance experts providing specialist advisory services in: Regulatory &
subsidy issues, financial engineering and other financing solutions.
Design studies
Besides engineering for our own production, the yard also offers design
and engineering services to third parties.
Turnkey Shipbuilding
De Hoop offers a wide range of vessels and does not limit itself to
one particular type. Each design is unique and built with a goal-based
approach to the client’s needs and wishes.
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Designing & buidling interiors
De Hoop has all the necessary expertise and disciplines to design and
build a complete new interior under one roof.
Shiprepair, Maintenance & Conversions
Shipyard De Hoop aims to be a one-stop-shop for their clients. De
Hoop Shiprepair is part of this. By offering preventative long-term
maintenance programs at various service levels, it is possible to plan
ahead and therefore keep the life-cycle cost of the ship low, whilst
maintaining its good condition.
De Hoop facilities
Shipyard De Hoop has two shipbuilding facilities, one in the Dutch
province of Gelderland (De Hoop Lobith) and the other in the province
of Groningen (De Hoop Foxhol). At both sites all the required core
disciplines are in-house. To support both facilities there is an outfit
quay in the Rotterdam harbour area.
Company values
De Hoop staff is committed to a customer-oriented ethic in which
crafsmanship, quality, creativity, innovation and flexibility towards the
client are paramount. The shipyards pride themselves on embracing
the latest technology, constantly investing in new facilities, evolving
services and expanding their expertise. Each product is unique and
built with a goal-based approach.

